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Abstract

We study direct productivity changes and spillovers after a randomized training program for the frontline workers in a Colombian government agency. While trained workers improved their individual production, we also find substantial spillovers that affected managers’ productivity. We use email data and a survey to explore the mechanisms behind these spillovers and find that managers’ increased output arises from reductions in the need to help lower level employees. Accounting for spillovers to manager productivity changes the organization’s implied return on investment from the training program, expanding the set of training investments that can be supported.
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1 Introduction

Labor market frictions, like monopsony or imperfect information, provide a rationale for employers to sponsor training even if it provides general skills (Acemoglu and Pischke, 1998, 1999). In environments where organizations capture rents from workers, efficiency likely requires employer subsidized training because workers are not the full residual claimants on their skills investments. Yet one prominent view is that firms under-provide training (Cappelli, 2012), and a potential reason is that the full return is difficult to quantify. According to Training Industry Magazine, when organizations do attempt to quantify training performance, they tend to focus on individual-level outcomes. As a result, some potential benefits are likely missed, namely spillovers to others. In this paper, we study the direct returns and the spillovers from an employer-sponsored training program. We provide estimates of the magnitudes of spillovers relative to direct productivity increases for trained workers, discuss the potential mechanisms driving spillovers, and consider how accounting for spillovers would change an organizations’ willingness to invest in worker training relative to calculations that only consider benefits for the trained workers.

The setting for our study is a Colombian government investigative agency where 63 frontline workers (12% of those eligible) were randomly allocated to participate in a training program. The program occurred between August and December of 2018 and entailed 120 hours of classes covering computer skills, principles of goal setting and management, legal analysis, written communication, and specific topics related to each participant’s own work. Besides the random assignment to training, the setting has a number of attractive features.

First, each worker has goals set and evaluated every week by an independent, separate unit of the organization that is responsible for oversight and performance evaluation. The organization is structured this way because the main function of the employees that we study entails sensitive work for the public interest, and the separation of oversight is designed to provide accountability. Although we only observe aggregate measures of goal

\[^1\text{See: https://trainingindustry.com/articles/measurement-and-analytics/how-to-identify-the-right-training-kpis-for-your-learning-and-development-programs-spon-eidesign/}\]
achievement, rather than the details of individual goals, our contacts in the organization indicate that goals might range from case processing metrics to the completion of strategy documents or the implementation of process changes. Similar uses of goals and objectives, with outside measurement against them, is common in the public sector (Rasul and Rogger, 2018; Rasul et al., 2018). Importantly for our context, the organization indicated that goal setting and attainment measurement did not depend on training status (due in part to the goals and measurement being set by an outside party). These features allow us to estimate the direct effect of training on productivity for those randomized into the program relative to controls who did not receive training.

Second, the organization shared metadata on the quantity of emails between all employees—including emails between frontline workers and between frontline workers and those higher in the hierarchy. We label higher level employees as managers, although higher-level employees do not have the same hiring/firing authority or dedicated teams that would be typical of managers in some other settings. The communications data spans a 13 week period several months prior to when the training program began and includes the same 13 weeks in the following year, 2019, several months after the program’s conclusion. From the email data, we infer connections between co-workers with each other and between workers and managers prior to the randomization into training. We then trace out differences in untrained co-workers’ and managers’ exposure to trained workers, allowing us to assess if productivity evolves differentially for those most closely connected to trained workers compared to more distant connections in the pre-period.

We begin by documenting that the training program raised productivity, a finding that is not obvious given the literature on other forms of training (Card et al., 2018). Average goal achievement among trained frontline workers increased from 72% per week to 79% per week between the pre- and post-periods. The increase in goal achievement for trained workers was positive across the pre-period productivity distribution, with slightly larger increases for lower performers. Untrained frontline workers’ goal achievement remained at 72%, and average goal achievement changes were approximately zero across the pre-period productivity distribution for untrained workers. The relative increase in goal achievement
for trained workers does not appear to be driven by changes in labor supply or retention. Trained workers in the post-period are actually more likely to have days with no measured work activities, a proxy for absenteeism, and there was minimal turnover among either group during this period.

Putting these ingredients together, the estimated average treatment effect of the 120 hours program is a 10% productivity increase in the medium-run (4-6 months after training completion). There are two substantive reasons that we interpret the raw differences in goal achievement as the approximate average treatment effect. These are: 1) The organization indicated that everyone who was randomized into the program participated and attended at least 85% of the sessions (the benchmark for successful completion). 2) Estimation approaches that account for violations of the Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption (SUTVA) yield qualitatively similar conclusions to the simple difference-in-differences estimator.

These estimates are inputs into calculating the direct returns to training. Under an assumption that labor demand is elastic, we use data on wages and pre-period goal achievement to get a money-metric for what the organization is paying (and willing to pay) per goal. This money metric allows us to convert goal achievement gains from the program into units that are comparable to program costs. We then compare benefits to costs under different scenarios for the short-run and long-run evolution of productivity that goes beyond our data (our data does not coincide with the program dates nor does it extend beyond 6 months after the end of the training period). We also include various assumptions about the opportunity cost of trained workers’ classroom time, and we net out overhead and administrative costs of the program. After doing so, we find direct returns to the program are negative if they persist for only 6 months post-training (which is the period of our data), while the ROI to the organization from the direct benefit was 24% if gains persist for 1 year post-training.

Second, we find that the most important spillovers from the training program are to those workers in the management layers of the organization. In the raw data, managers’ average goal achievement increased year-over-year from 71% to 73%. In our ex-ante ex-
posure design, we calculate each manager’s degree of connection to trained workers as a function either of the level or share of emails received from workers who eventually receive training. In our most conservative specification where exposure is defined as the log of total emails received from eventually trained workers, we estimate that spillovers from training are responsible for an approximately 1.5 percentage point increase in manager goal achievement, accounting for about 65% of the time series change in managers’ aggregate goal achievement. In specifications where the exposure measure is the pre-period share of emails with eventually trained workers, we can explain the entirety (or more) of the 2.2 percentage point increase in manager productivity.

Third, the spillovers to managers are large enough to alter the evaluation of the training program. With even a 1 percentage point increase in manager goal achievement, the training program breaks even for the organization if gains persist for only 6 months, whereas at the 6 month horizon, the direct returns are negative. While a cursory comparison of the 1-2 percentage point manager goal achievement gain relative to the 7 percentage point increase for trained workers might suggest the manager spillovers are immaterial for the organization’s choice to train, closer examination reveals this intuition is mistaken. There are two reasons that manager productivity gains were meaningful for the organization: i) The smaller per-capita percentage gains in output for managers are spread over more people (129 managers versus 63 trained workers). ii) By a revealed preference argument, it is likely that manager goal achievement is worth more to the organization than frontline workers’ goal achievement because managers earn significantly more than lower-level workers. When we weight each workers’ and managers’ goal achievement gains by their compensation (a measure of the cost that the organization is willing to pay for each goal), we find that the total increase in compensation-weighted manager productivity was between 66% to 133% as large as the direct compensation-weighted productivity increase for workers.

Fourth, the channel for vertical spillovers to manager appears to favor a Garicano (2000) hierarchies mechanism, where managers and workers’ are substitutes in production, compared to a model where managers and workers are complements. We arrive at this
conclusion by examining the predictions of two different models. In the base model where workers in different layers of the hierarchy are complements, we would expect a positive covariance between workers’ skills and emails received from more skilled workers. In alternative models where managers handle exceptional problems that workers can’t, manager productivity is negatively related to email volume because as a worker’s skill increases, she handles more problems, freeing up manager time. We find in OLS and IV regressions that the year-over-year change in manager productivity is negatively related to changes in the share of emails from eventually trained workers – as workers become more skilled, they appear to rely less on managers for help. If emails instead signaled productive connections across hierarchical layers, we would have expected to find that the shift away from emails with more productive trained workers would predict declining manager productivity. Survey evidence supports the hierarchies mechanism: responses indicate that emails across vertical layers in the hierarchy of this organization are often used to seek out or provide help. These surveys also suggest that emails are positively correlated with non-electronic communications, suggesting that email evidence is useful as a proxy for the totality of communications.

Fifth, we find that the net effect of spillovers to untrained frontline workers is approximately zero. We use a LASSO variable selection procedure to identify the pre-period connections that predict out-of-sample goal achievement. Using a battery of possible connection measures between trained and untrained workers, we find positive but insignificant measures of spillovers to untrained workers.

We have also probed whether our findings can be explained by different rationales. Our results do not appear to be driven by changes in monitoring, career concerns, or worker motivation. Trained and untrained workers report similar levels of monitoring before and after training and surveys show no differences in perceived career paths by training status. The most plausible alternative explanations, therefore, do not affect our results.

Our results have implications for understanding the economics of intra-firm spillovers, especially in the context of training programs. Due to data limitations, the approach in
most of the literature that evaluates on-the-job training measures efficacy based on individual wage or performance gains (Bartel, 1995; Konings and Vanormelingen, 2015; Black and Lynch, 1996). When prior work has attempted to estimate spillovers, the focus has been on peers at the same level. Two prominent examples are Adhvaryu et al. (2018) and De Grip and Sauermann (2012). Adhvaryu et al. (2018) randomize whether any garment production workers are eligible for soft skills training at the line level and then randomize a subset of workers into the program within each eligible line. Using this design, they examine spillovers to coworkers (but do not include managers) and find that they are significant, with larger spillovers found on teams where managers have more autonomy and smaller spillovers when managers are more attentive. Using an experimental design that varies the timing of training within teams, De Grip and Sauermann (2012) estimate positive peer spillovers from training in a call center. They find a 10 percentage point increase in the share of trained coworkers increases performance by 0.5%. There are two key differences in our context. First, we examine spillovers across levels of the firm hierarchy, and second our approach to detect spillovers is based on communication patterns (which may also respond to training). We are aware of few other papers that estimate the spillovers from training inside the firm, and none that do so across the vertical hierarchy of an organization.

Instead, the work that considers vertical or multi-layer organizations examines the impact of managers on their subordinates (Lazear et al., 2015; Hoffman and Tadelis, 2021), or how managers’ performance pay changes top-down effort targeting and the importance of social connections across levels of the hierarchy (Bandiera et al., 2007, 2009). Much less is known about how spillovers from more skilled lower level workers flow up the hierarchy to affect managers. Our results suggest that the individual returns to training may fail to account for a significant fraction of the surplus generated from offering training programs because more productive workers allow managers to become more productive. While we

---

2 Other relevant papers are Levitt et al. (2013), who examine learning by doing and how it cascades across workers, and Sandvik et al. (2020), who run an experiment showing the power of knowledge spillovers by increasing contacts between coworkers. Other work, like Kugler et al. (2022), estimates spillovers from training to relatives, which may provide another wedge between the social and private returns to training.
caveat that both the direct returns and spillovers may be more ephemeral in other types of organizations, where the ability to capture the value from training programs may differ, we believe these results are relevant for a large class of public sector entities and firms with some market power or differentiated organizational structures. Like the organization we examine, many public sector organizations feature relatively low turnover and limited head-to-head competition among workers, suggesting that spillovers may be substantial and that the gains from training may significantly improve organizational performance and the quality of government (Acemoglu, 2005; Besley and Persson, 2010; Dal Bó et al., 2013; Rasul and Rogger, 2018; Rasul et al., 2018; Bandiera et al., 2021).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the institutional setting. While Section 3 provides a framework for our empirical methodology, Section 4 contains the main analysis of the direct effects and spillovers of the training program. Section 5 addresses potential confounding explanations and Section 6 concludes.

2 Study Setting

The context for our study is a public sector organization in Colombia, a middle-income country with a growing economy at the time of our data collection. Our agreement with the organization prevents us from disclosing further details beyond the fact that it is one of several control, oversight, inspection, surveillance or investigative institutions among the country’s federal government. We have obtained anonymous email, productivity, and personnel records for each of the 655 employees from the core of the organization.

The employees that we study are in stable, white collar occupations where turnover is limited. At entry into the organization, workers are assigned to a division and a according to their education and experience in the government sector. There are 5 wage bands, with 5 being the highest. Wage band 1 and 2 employees only have bachelors or secondary school attainment and are “frontline” workers in our terminology. Workers from wage band 3 to

---

3During the period of our data collection, the organization had minimal hiring and negligible turnover. In fact, we only observe two workers leave the organization during our 2 years of data, one untrained frontline worker and one manager. Although unusual for other contexts, lack of mobility outside of elections and periods of government turnover is common in Colombian government organizations.
5 hold bachelors, masters or PhD degrees and are “managers.” Wages are determined by wage band and organization-specific experience.

Workers perform slightly different functions depending on their division. Each division has the following responsibilities: 1. The “Execution Division” (36.9% of employees and code named to preserve anonymity for the organization) answers citizen requests, conducts investigations, and issues findings that can be used in disciplinary proceedings. 2. The Administration division (19.3%) controls acquisitions, inventory, storage, and the supply of goods and services required by the entity. 3. Finance (13.7%) manages the budget and treasury. 4. Human Talent (14.9%) handles the creation and implementation of internal policies, inductions, permissions, fulfillment of requirements, payroll supervision, and other Human Resources tasks. 5. Planning (14.9%) advises the top management unit on the creation of policies, procedures, and resource allocations to accomplish the organization’s objectives.

The organization also has other employees in non-core functions, the most important of which is an oversight group that is firewalled and independent, serving to check and monitor employee performance. Employees outside of the core have limited direct interactions with the core employees and were not eligible for the training program.

The organization measures weekly individual performance. Weekly goals for each worker are set by the oversight group that is charged with performance evaluation. Because of the independent nature of the performance monitor, the organization’s leadership has confirmed that goal setting or performance evaluation does not take into account workers’ training status, and there is no ratcheting of expectations either in response to past performance or training attainment.

Despite our labeling of higher level workers as managers, they do not have direct authority over workers. Managers’ main role is planning and setting priorities rather than executing frontline work. When needed, they also help frontline workers. Surveys and interviews with the organization indicate that managers may provide authorizations if higher level input into a decision is required; on occasion managers may also allocate tasks to different workers.
We were given data that covers the same 13-week window from April to June in two adjacent years, 2018 and 2019. As we discuss in more detail below, the organization randomized frontline workers into a training program in the Fall of 2018, and our data spans the pre- and post-periods. The data contain individual weekly goal achievement (our productivity measure), absenteeism, and demographic and personnel information, including gender, education, monthly wage, wage band, and division.

We supplement these administrative records with information on email communications between the 655 employees. We have data on daily bilateral email counts between every pair of workers over the 13 weeks in 2018 and 13 weeks in 2019. We expect that the largest share of email communication is related to work matters, but we do not have the subject or the text of any emails. As such, we rely on results of surveys (provided in section 5.2) that confirm that emails proxy for the totality of communications between individuals.

2.1 Training Program

At the end of July 2018, the organization decided to run a training program that would last for a 16-week period from August to December of 2018. Although the original aim was to train the entire workforce, budget considerations meant they could train only 63 employees. These employees were chosen randomly from frontline workers (wage band 1 and 2), without stratification. A lottery was conducted to determine eligibility. All employees were informed of this selection method and were aware that no other sponsored training programs of this type were planned for the future. Table 1 shows that randomization into training is balanced on observables. It also provides additional descriptive statistics about the sample.

Selected participants attended classes three days per month. Each day of training had 8 hours of classes, with a total training time of 120 hours. The program covered

---

4The data contain the quantity of emails at the daily level, not the thread or message level, so we cannot observe whether sent emails contain multiple recipients.
5Emails are a good proxy for total communications if electronic and other communications are complementary (i.e., you are more likely to email people who you also talk with face-to-face), rather than substitutes.
five different thematic areas. Four areas focused on the acquisition of general-skills and one focused on division-specific skills. The general-skills topics included: (i) Principles of goal setting, scheduling, and time management, (ii) Computer Skills, with a focus on Microsoft Excel, (iii) Legal Analysis, specifically on the Colombian constitution, and (iv) Principles of good written communication.\textsuperscript{6}

The final module contained specific topics related to the employee’s division. Employees in the Finance division studied principles of banking, accounting, and public finance. Those in the Execution Division studied national and international law. Administration division workers learned principles of operations research analysis. Human Talent division workers studied how to motivate workers and keep them satisfied in the workplace, while Planning division employees took a mini-course on impact evaluation and policy decision making.

2.2 Goal Achievement and Evaluation

Every worker, including managers, has goals set and evaluated weekly. We do not observe the content of the individual goals, but we gained qualitative insights through interviews about the typical goal setting process. For example, a weekly goal for frontline workers in the Execution Division would typically entail progress on one or multiple cases/investigations. Weekly goals for managers in this division would typically include filing reports on case audits, planning for future investigations, and establishing contingencies if case execution is not going according to plan.\textsuperscript{7}

\textsuperscript{6}Trained workers may have become better at communication through emails, potentially decreasing the number of emails sent. This interpretation is consistent with the decrease in emails to managers. However, trained workers increased their emails with peers, which is inconsistent with communications becoming more concise.

\textsuperscript{7}Examples for other divisions are similar. Workers in Administration handle procurement, inventory management, and policies and procedures. Managers in the division are in charge of the design of safety and security procedures and employees’ compliance. The workers’ goals in the Administration division will typically involve satisfactory procurement execution or implementing compliance procedures for the organization. Managers in this division are involved in devising procedures and in strategic planning around inventory, properties, and equipment. Workers’ goals in the Human Talent division typically involve execution of HR functions, including acquisition of data for reporting processes. Managers will typically be measured against initiatives and analysis affecting the organization’s human capital planning. Workers’ tasks in the Finance division tend to focus on conducting transactions and adhering to budgets, whereas managers are responsible for budgeting and monitoring payments and cash inflows in
Goals evaluation has 4 components, but we only observe the aggregate score out of 100. The components are: a target completion factor that is quality weighted (35%), a resource use efficiency factor (35%), an orientation factor that assesses whether the work output is in line with organizational objectives or guidelines (15%), and a processes factor (15%) that assesses whether appropriate procedures were used.

2.3 Descriptive Statistics

2.3.1 Data on Workers, Wages, and Goals

The vertical division of the firm can roughly be described as containing two layers. The lower layer contains frontline workers in the first two wage bands, with wage band 2 workers having relatively higher levels of education or experience than those in wage band 1. The upper layer contains managers in wage bands 3 and onwards. There are 526 frontline workers and 129 managers. Table 1 shows descriptive statistics for the sample. Frontline workers are more likely to be female than managers (48% in wage band 1, 29% in wage band 2, versus 18% of managers). Managers are more educated, the 64% holding a Bachelor’s degree and 36% a Masters or PhD, while over half of the frontline workers have only a secondary (high school) education.

The next few rows of Table 1 show the allocation of workers and managers across divisions. Forty-five percent of wage band 1 workers and 24 percent of wage band 2 workers are in the Execution Division, compared to 31 percent of managers. Comparing the ratio of managers to frontline workers across divisions, there are many more workers per manager in the Execution division than in others. As a result, small changes in worker productivity may get magnified for those managers when the ratio of workers to managers is highest. We will return to this point later when examining spillovers from worker training across the vertical hierarchy.

The next few rows deal with wages and wage bands. The row labeled Wage Band
is mechanical in Columns 1 and 2, but is relevant as a randomization check for frontline workers into training (Columns 4 and 5). All rows reporting wages are normalized relative to the average pre-period wage of Wage Band 1 workers. On average, managers earned 2.16 times more than wage band 1 workers while workers in wage band 2 earned 20% more than those in wage band 1 in the pre-period. Comparing pre-period and post-period wages, there is an increase for all employees, including managers. Baseline wage increases are larger for higher wage bands year-over-year.

Of particular relevance is whether trained workers capture returns from training via higher wages. Our data on monthly compensation shows no abnormal wage increase for trained workers. As a result, relying on wages to capture the effects of training would have yielded null results in our setting. On the other hand, managers do have greater wage increases than frontline workers. However, manager wage increases do not appear to result from spillover gains, as their wage changes are orthogonal to the year-over-year change in goal achievement. That suggests that manager pay changes should not be considered a cost of the training program.

The final rows of Table 1 show significant changes in average goal achievement for trained workers, with goal achievement increasing from 71.9% to 78.5%. The increase in goal achievement is about 6.6 percentage points for both Wage Band 1 and Wage Band 2 trained workers. Goal achievement for untrained workers was essentially flat, averaging 72.6% in the pre-period and 72.1% in the post-period in 2019.

### 2.3.2 Email Data

We use email data to infer connections between coworkers, between workers and managers, and how connections and communications patterns change in the period after training. Note that our email data do not distinguish between emails sent to one person or to multiple recipients. Our analysis is thus based on quantities of emails between senders and individual receivers, but we cannot distinguish whether email threads are to teams or multiple recipients. Table 2 provides details about the email data.

---

8It is possible that wage increases lag beyond the end of our post-period data.
Our strategy for identifying spillovers utilizes the idea that some managers or untrained workers are more connected to eventually trained workers than others. Table 2 shows these connections in the pre-period. For example, untrained workers have an average of 674 emails with eventually trained workers from their own division in the pre-period, with a standard deviation of 385. The average share is about 12%, with a standard deviation of 3.4%. Managers average 1670 pre-period emails from eventually trained workers in their own division, with a substantial standard deviation relative to the mean of 893 emails. For managers, these numbers imply that the average share of emails with eventually trained workers is 12.1% with a standard deviation of 2%. The difference between levels and shares reflects that some managers are generally more active with emails than others. Because of the bureaucratic nature of this organization, managers do not receive emails from frontline workers in other divisions.

Our identification strategy also assumes that in the absence of the training program, communications patterns would have remained stable. To provide evidence that this assumption is reasonable, we utilize pre-period data to show that connections in the email data are highly persistent. Figure 1 plots average dyad-level shares of emails sent in the “Late Pre-Period” for each decile of the “Early Pre-Period” share of emails. The early and late periods each contain 4 weeks of data, with a 5 week gap between them. When managers are the recipients, in Panel A, emails are shown to be highly persistent. A similar pattern of persistence is evident in Panel B, which examines emails to other workers both within and across division. These figures suggest that communications patterns are relatively stable in this organization, at least after a several week lag, suggesting that our exposure design is likely reasonable.

Returning to Table 2, one striking fact is the change in email shares with trained frontline workers across columns. For untrained workers, their email share increases from about 12% in the pre-period to 18% in the post-period. It falls from 12% to 6.7% for managers. This significant reduction in emails for managers will be useful for trying to

---

9It is difficult to test stability using post-period data because of endogenous changes in communications that resulted from training (and we later show evidence that training changed communications as part of the mechanism for our findings).
distinguish different mechanisms.

3 Measuring Direct and Spillover Returns to Training

3.1 Direct Returns and Spillovers to Frontline Coworkers

Because of experimental variation, standard intuition suggests that estimation of the direct benefits of training simply entails a comparison of goal achievement for trained workers versus untrained workers in the post-period. This estimate and the corresponding standard error come directly from Table 1. However, there are a few additional reasons to consider regression analysis. First, a difference-in-differences framework allows us to absorb some pre-period productivity heterogeneity with worker fixed effects, increasing statistical power. We are also able to test whether training has differential effects for workers who are likely to have higher baseline levels of human capital (i.e. those workers in Wage Band 2 who have greater average levels of education or work experience). Our simplest estimator is then a two-way fixed effects model:

$$\log(y_{it}) = \beta_i + \beta_t + \delta_1 Trained \times Post + \delta_2 Trained \times Post \times X_i + \varepsilon_{it}$$ (1)

where the main coefficient of interest is $\delta_1$. In addition, $\delta_2$ captures potential treatment effect heterogeneity through interactions with characteristics $X_i$. In practice, because we only have 63 trained workers, the ability to detect heterogeneous treatment effects will be limited to very coarse characteristics. Individual fixed effects are captured through $\beta_i$ and time fixed effects through $\beta_t$.

Viewed from a potential outcomes perspective, equation (1) stipulates that counterfactual expected log productivity in the post-period for workers who are not trained equals $\beta_i + \beta_t$. This imposes an assumption that there are no spillovers to untreated workers, known as the Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption (SUTVA). To account for potential SUTVA violations, we follow De Grip and Sauermann (2012) and modify the model
to allow a general form of spillovers to untrained workers so long as the mechanism for spillovers is through pre-period connections with trained workers. Let $g(\text{Connections}, \gamma)$ be a function that captures the impact of connections between trained coworkers and the untrained with parameters $\gamma$. Then

$$\log(y_{it}) = \beta_i + \beta_t + \delta_1 \text{Trained} \times \text{Post} + \delta_2 \text{Trained} \times \text{Post} \times X_i + (1 - \text{Trained}) \times \text{Post} \times g(\text{Connections}, \gamma) + \varepsilon_{it}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$
captures potential spillover impacts that will influence untrained workers' outcomes because of SUTVA violations. Under this specification, the estimate of $\delta_1$ is the effect of training relative to an untrained worker who is unconnected to those who become trained.

### 3.2 Vertical Spillovers

We consider two models of potential vertical spillovers that help to clarify the sources of productivity changes for managers.

**Model 1** The first model captures complements in production — i.e. where productivity of a manager increases if workers on the same projects or tasks become more skilled. In the complements case, workers and managers' goal achievement is positively correlated because they work together in ways that may be interdependent. Because in our setting there are no defined teams, we infer connections between managers and workers from emails. Using the email data, the simplest specification to capture production complements is a linear in means model of interaction effects. This can be specified as

$$\log(y_{it}) = \alpha_i + \beta_1 \frac{\sum_j C_{ij}s_{jt}}{\sum_j C_{ij}} + \varepsilon_{it}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$
where $C_{ij}$ is a metric capturing the strength or degree of connections between focal manager $i$ and eligible workers $j$. In the numerator, connection strength is multiplied by the baseline skill of worker $j$ at time $t$, $s_{jt}$. The denominator normalizes by the strength of all connections. In what follows we suppress the time subscript on worker skills except when we specify changes between the pre- and post-periods for trained workers.
There are two testable comparative statics for the production complements model. First, consider an increase in skill for the $k$th worker. It is easy to see from (3) that

$$\frac{\partial \log(y_{it})}{\partial s_k} = \beta_1 \frac{C_{ik}}{\sum_j C_{ij}}$$

which is positive if $\beta_1 > 0$ and is increasing in the relative strength of connections between $i$ and $k$. Second, consider a change in connections between manager $i$ and worker $k$, yielding

$$\frac{\partial \log(y_{it})}{\partial C_{ik}} = \beta_1 \frac{s_k(\sum_j C_{ij}) - (\sum_j C_{ij}s_j)}{(\sum_j C_{ij})^2}$$

The sign of this comparative static depends on a comparison between $s_k$ and the baseline skill of all other workers. When $s_k$ is above the mean of other workers, an increase in connection strength $C_{ik}$ between manager $i$ and worker $k$ positively impacts manager output. When $s_k$ is below the mean of other workers, increasing the connection strength draws the manager away from higher performers, reducing output.

These comparative statics yield two testable hypotheses for the complementary interaction model.

C1 Managers who are better connected to workers that become more skilled or productive will have a greater increase in productivity compared to those who are less connected to workers that become more skilled.

C2 Managers who experience an increase (decrease) in relative connections with highly skilled workers should have increasing (decreasing) productivity. That is, manager productivity is positively related to the relative strength of simultaneous connections with skilled workers.

Testing these comparative statics is challenging, as identifying equation (3) in any setting is inherently difficult due to simultaneous unobservables and the reflection problem. In this setting there is an additional challenge because of a) potentially endogenous connections that change $C_{ij}$ in response to training and b) the potential that the firm reorganizes or reoptimizes in a way that muddles the historical relationship between con-
nections and output.

We instead focus on testing comparative static C1 by estimating versions of equation (3) that exploit randomization into training as shifters of $s_j$, while holding fixed connections in $C_{ij}$ based on pre-training communication patterns. This assumption is based on the notion that there is some residual persistence in connections that remains after the training program. The reduced form for this equation is

$$\log(y_{it}) = \alpha_i + \beta_t + \beta_1 \frac{\sum_j C_{ij,Pre} \times \text{Trained}_j \times \text{Post} \sum_j C_{ij,Pre}}{+ \varepsilon_{it}}$$

This test says nothing about concurrent connections after training, as it is based on historical communications. As a result, this reduced form does not allow us to test comparative static C2. Comparative static C2 can be tested against an alternative model that predicts a different sign of the relationship between connection strength, training, and manager output. Note, however, that comparative static C1 is consistent with the predictions in Model 2. Thus the reduced form estimate cannot discriminate between models, but it can reject both models. Ultimately we will find support for comparative static C1, yielding an estimate of spillovers to managers.

**Model 2** The second model we consider is a hierarchical model with specialization that follows Garicano (2000). To illustrate, assume that managers allocate 1 unit of time between their own production tasks and helping subordinates. Based on conversations with the organization, managers’ goal achievement evaluation is not linked to the contemporaneous goals of their subordinates, but there is some expectation that managers need to allocate time to subordinate requests because part of manager evaluation includes how they plan for and establish projects that subordinates staff. As a result, managers spend some amount of time proportional to $C(\lambda, s)$ helping, where $\lambda$ is the arrival rate of tasks to be done on projects staffed by subordinates, $s$ is the skill vector of subordinates, and task difficulty $d$ is distributed according to $F(d)$. As a normalization, assume a worker can do a task if $d < s$ and otherwise must request help. More skilled subordinates can do a larger share of tasks, so they are less likely to request help. The production function
for manager output can be written as

$$\log(y_{it}) = \alpha_i + \beta_1 C(\lambda, s) + \varepsilon_{it}. \quad (5)$$

Differentiating with respect to a change in worker skill yields

$$\frac{\partial \log(y_{it})}{\partial s_k} = \beta_1 \frac{\partial C(\lambda, s)}{\partial s_k}$$

which is positive if $\beta_1 < 0$ and $\frac{\partial C(\lambda, s)}{\partial s_k} < 0$, which would be expected according to the Gari-
cano framework. In this model, managers become more productive when their connected
subordinates increase their skills, but the increase in manager productivity is negatively
correlated with communications or connections strength, as these communications signal
help requests that take manager time away from other tasks.

The distinguishing feature between model 1 and model 2 is whether communications
strength changes positively or negatively after a shock to worker skills and how this change
in communications affects manager output.

4 Main Results

We first present estimates of the direct changes in productivity due to training. These
estimates also account for spillovers to coworkers. We then present results on vertical
spillovers from trained workers to managers. We conclude this section with an assessment
of the returns to the training program under different scenarios for direct returns and
spillovers. Core to this exercise is a metric that translates gains in goal achievement to
dollar values of benefits that can be compared to cost. By a revealed preference argument,
when the firm’s labor demand is elastic, we show how the implied price per goal in the
pre-period can translate gains in goal achievement to a monetary value for benefits.
4.1 The Direct Productivity Effects of Training

Figure 2 shows that trained workers increased their goal achievement. Each sub-figure contains a binned scatterplot of yearly average goal achievement in the post-period relative to the pre-period. The figures plot the relationship separately for trained and untrained frontline workers. Two key points from Panel A are that: i) the density of goal achievement in the pre-period is similar for trained and untrained workers when looking across the horizontal axis, and ii) there is a positive vertical shift upward for trained workers relative to the untrained. The shift for trained workers is apparent across the support of the pre-period productivity distribution (averaging about 7 percentage points), while gains in percentage terms or percentage points are greater for lower performers in the pre-period (the slope of the line is slightly smaller for trained compared to untrained workers).

It is also apparent from Panel A of Figure 2 that there are several distinct clusters of goal achievement scores. Panel B explores the source of this clustering by netting out division fixed effects, which marginally increases variability along the horizontal axis. Distinct clusters remain after netting out division fixed effects, suggesting that evaluators likely round the sub-components of the goal achievement measures, leading to some bunching in the distribution.

Table 3 contains difference-in-differences estimates confirming the increase in goal achievement when including worker and time fixed effects. Because the dependent variable is log goal achievement, the coefficients can be interpreted roughly as percentage changes. The coefficient on $Trained \times Post$ of 0.105 indicates that goal achievement for trained workers increased by about 11 percent from a baseline of 72 percent, implying that training raised goal achievement by nearly 8 percentage points. The magnitude of the implied change is slightly larger than the cross-sectional estimate in the summary statistics. Columns 2 and 3 add interactions to test for heterogeneity by wage band. In the absence of division fixed effects (Column 2), there is no differential effect of training on wage band 2 workers based on the insignificant coefficient on $Wage\ Band\ 2 \times Trained \times Post$. With division fixed effects in Column 3, the coefficient of -0.035 indicates that trained Wage Band 2 workers had slightly smaller goal achievement increases than wage
band 1 workers. We cannot precisely identify why wage band 2 workers might have a heterogeneous response to training, but later we will show that trained wage band 2 workers became more focal in communications with other workers, which may have reduced time for their own work.

The remaining columns present estimates of equation 2 that account for potential spillovers that may violate the SUTVA. In these columns, the connections we include to eventually trained workers (denoted T) in the pre-period are selected via LASSO from a variety of different possible measures of connections. Those measures that survive the LASSO are included in the table. The point estimates remain broadly similar for trained workers. The bottom rows also show our estimates of spillovers to coworkers, which are positive in both columns but are insignificant after we account for division fixed effects. The specification with division fixed effects is our preferred specification because the LASSO selected regressors distinguish between connections with trained wage band 1 and trained wage band 2 workers, but one division had no trained wage band 2 workers, which is captured by the division fixed effects.

We will later return to mechanisms, but for now we note that the increased goal achievement of trained workers does not appear to be driven by increases in motivation or work hours. As a proxy for work hours, we look at absenteeism as measured by days without email activity. At the time of our sample, all email was accessed in the office only, so engagement with email is a proxy for attendance. Table 4 shows that, if anything, absenteeism increased for trained workers despite their increase in goal achievement.

### 4.2 Spillovers to Managers

Table 5 displays two different reduced form measures of manager exposure to trained workers. In Panel A, the measure is the log number of pre-period emails between a manager and eventually trained workers. The advantage of using log emails is that it closely aligns with the model of manager time use and busyness from Garicano (2000). The disadvantage is that this measure may capture that some managers are simply more central for all communications with workers, which would include trained and untrained
workers. Panel B gets around this issue by focusing on the pre-period share of emails with eventually trained workers. This measure is also the one that is directly motivated by the linear-in-means interactions effect model in equation (4).

In both Panels A and B, and across all columns, managers who have stronger pre-period communications connections to eventually trained workers have differentially greater productivity gains in the post-period. In Panel A, average implied effects for the level of goal achievement range from a 1.46 to a 2.11 percentage point increase. This calculation is taken as the predicted effect of the regressors and includes the post-period indicator (from Column 1). The large negative coefficient on the post-period indicator suggests that our model is good only locally (as all managers are somewhat connected to trained workers) and likely would not fit the data well for a manager that was completely unconnected to trained workers. An alternative statistic that does not require extrapolation beyond the range of the data is the interquartile range of the estimated effects. The interquartile range (IQR) of the change in goal achievement due to connections in Panel A is about 4 percentage points.

Columns 3 and 4 introduce managers’ sent emails as another connection measure. The coefficients are smaller and become insignificant with the inclusion of division fixed effects in Column 4. Emails received, rather than those sent, appear to best explain changes in manager goal achievement through exposure to trained workers. While this pattern isn’t obvious if considering a simple model of connections and complements, in hierarchies models it is inbound requests that determine workload at higher levels of a hierarchy, as problems move upward. Indeed, as we discuss later in the section on mechanisms, a survey of workers indicates that many emails are about seeking out help.

The qualitative patterns are similar in Panel B. These estimates do not appear to have the problem of extrapolating beyond local variation. In Panel B, all of the estimates of the average spillover effect imply a goal achievement gain to managers exceeding 2.4 percentage points. Again the gains load on the share of emails received, rather than those sent. While we estimate positive goal achievement spillovers to managers, these reduced form results could be consistent with several different mechanisms.
One problematic mechanism, that would overstate the gains from the program, would occur if managers actually do not become more productive but instead are perceived to achieve more because their connected workers do. We find very little evidence that this explanation is plausible after we test for co-movement between connected workers’ goal achievement and manager goal achievement in the pre-period. Contemporaneous linkage between connected workers’ goal achievement and manager goal achievement is minimal, a finding which is inconsistent with this mechanistic view of spillovers to managers. Table 6 displays a variety of estimates from regressions of log manager goal achievement on email-weighted measures of log worker goal achievement. Some specifications also control for workers’ log goal achievement outside of the focal week, which isolates transitory deviations from permanent goal achievement. All estimates are small and insignificant, suggesting managers and workers’ goals are not mechanically linked. The lack of contemporaneous movement in goal achievement also suggests that the reflection problem (Manski, 1993), which may cause a spurious finding of positive complementarity or peer effects, is not likely to drive our results. It is possible, however, that some complementarity is present but is masked by help requests or other forms of communication that make the underlying relationship difficult to detect in the absence of data on email threads or topics.

4.3 ROI: Benefits Relative to Costs for the Organization

What was the net effect of the program to the organization? To understand whether or not the training program produced positive net returns, we calculate total benefits and costs. Although we do not observe the value of each goal, the fact that the organization was willing to pay workers’ salaries allows us to recover an implicit price-per-goal prior to training under the maintained assumption that labor demand is elastic. We use this price to calculate an approximate dollar value to the organization from the increased goal achievement of workers and managers.\footnote{In a firm or organization with rent-sharing between workers and firms, our approach would likely yield a lower bound on benefits.}
For each trained worker or each employee impacted by spillovers, we calculate the change in the monetary value of productivity to the organization as:

\[(GA_{\text{Post}} - GA_{\text{Pre}}) \times \frac{W_{\text{Pre}}}{GA_{\text{Pre}}}\]  

(6)

where \(GA_t\) is the average goal achievement in year \(t\) and \(W_{\text{Pre}}\) is the total annualized wage bill for the worker in the pre-period. The expression \(W_{\text{Pre}}/GA_{\text{Pre}}\) is the price-per-goal paid in the pre-period and \(GA_{\text{Post}} - GA_{\text{Pre}}\) is the year-over-year change in goal achievement.

We then sum over all affected workers and net out the fixed and administrative costs of the program. Table 7 presents calculations of program return on investment under a variety of scenarios that alter the assumptions about the persistence of training + spillover gains, the size of the spillovers, and the opportunity cost of the program.

Accounting for spillovers to managers meaningfully changes the implied attractiveness of the program when we impose very conservative assumptions about program costs and the persistence of gains. In the first scenario, we assume that the program gains last through 6 months post-training and then depreciate completely. We also do not include the opportunity cost of trained workers time in this calculation, so only the fixed administrative costs are weighed against benefits. The ROI is -37% when considering only the direct returns at a 6 month horizon. Adding just a 1 percentage point gain in goal achievement for managers turns the ROI positive at this short horizon. In the second scenario, we assume that the opportunity cost of the program is that trained workers are removed from day-to-day work for the 120 hours when they are in classes. In this case the ROI from direct returns alone are negative even if the gains persist for 18 months. However, again with just a 1 percentage point spillover to managers, the ROI is positive 22% if total gains persist for one year. The remaining rows of the table work through various additional scenarios, including increasing the magnitude of spillovers to managers to 2.2 percentage points (the full time series increase) from the conservative 1 percentage point increase assumed earlier.

At first glance it wouldn’t be obvious that vertical spillovers could be so valuable, but the large gains come from two sources. First, there are more managers than trained
workers, so smaller gains in goal achievement are spread over more people. Second, from Table 1, managers earn more than twice as much as trained workers, so the money metric gives them more weight because the organization is willing to pay more for each goal they achieve.

5 Discussion of Mechanisms

5.1 Communication Patterns

This section begins by exploring changes in communication patterns, helping to provide context for our findings while enabling us to examine mechanism. Figure 3 shows changes in emails between the pre- and post-periods according to sender and recipient type. For each sender, we distinguish between the untrained baseline change in log emails (purple) and the change for trained workers (light green).

Apparent in this figure is that emails sent to managers from wage band 1 and 2 workers drop dramatically for both trained and untrained workers, but the reduction is larger for trained workers. On the other hand, emails originating from managers and sent to frontline workers are little changed. There are also some differences by wage band. Untrained wage band 1 workers dramatically reduce their emails to managers – but there is a large increase (with a value over 1.0, indicating a doubling of emails) between untrained wage band 1 workers and trained wage band 2 workers. In contrast to untrained wage band 1 workers, untrained wage band 2 workers have much smaller changes in emails with managers. This pattern suggests trained wage band 2 workers begin to substitute for managers amongst untrained wage band 1, but not wage band 2 workers.

These striking patterns suggest that the organization re-balanced responsibilities for wage band 2 workers after training, having them take on a helping role (as will be demonstrated in the survey data) for less senior or less educated untrained wage band 1 workers. This response seems consistent with adding an informal additional layer of management, a la Caliendo et al. (2015), that was made possible by the increase in skills for workers in wage band 2.
As a result of these large changes in communications patterns, however, a more direct test of the Garicano hierarchies model is difficult. This is because the direct test relies on the total emails received by a manager from lower-level workers, but emails drop for nearly all managers because of the diversion of emails to wage band 2 trained workers. The time series decline in emails to managers is sufficiently large that it swamps the cross-sectional first stage variation in pre-period exposure in specifications with division fixed effects.

A less direct test is possible, however, and supports the hierarchies model. The intuition for that test is that as workers gain skills, they should stop asking managers to help on tasks that they can handle themselves. As a result, the hierarchies model predicts a negative relationship between changes in manager productivity and changes in the share of emails from eventually trained workers. Table 8 presents this test using annual changes in manager productivity. Columns 1 and 2 display regressions of year-over-year changes in manager log goal achievement on changes in the email share from trained workers. The coefficient is sensitive to division fixed effects, but is negative in Column 2 when division fixed effects are included. Including division fixed effects is our preferred specification for OLS regressions, as the post-period email share is endogenous and the source of endogeneity is likely rebalancing of workload at the division level.

To deal with endogeneity directly, Columns 3 and 4 report IV regressions without and with division fixed effects. The instrument for the change in the share of emails with eventually trained workers is the pre-period share of emails with eventually trained workers. The IV coefficients range from -0.62 to -0.54, indicating that managers who had the largest declines in the share of emails with eventually trained workers had the largest increases in goal achievement. The average change in the share of emails with eventually trained workers is -0.05, so the -0.54 coefficient in Column 4 suggests that this channel is responsible for an approximate 3 percent (2 percentage point) increase in aggregate goal achievement for managers. The final columns present the first stage regressions of the change in email share on the pre-period share of emails with eventually trained workers. The first stage effective F-statistics are 23 and 16, implying a maximal bias of 10 and 20 percent, respectively (Olea and Pflueger, 2013).
5.2 Survey Evidence

We also conducted a survey in August of 2020 to improve our understanding of mechanisms. The organization distributed the survey to 63 of the workers trained in 2018 and to 105 untrained workers that were present in 2018.\textsuperscript{11}

One of the main concerns with analyzing interactions through email communication is that workers have alternative communication modes that may substitute for emails. Alternatively, email may be complementary to other forms of communication, like face-to-face interaction or phone calls.\textsuperscript{12} To proxy for other forms of communication, the survey asked the respondents about the frequency of face-to-face interaction with those that they interact with through electronic communications. Figure 4 shows that the majority of workers interact either several times a week or at least once a week with those that they send emails frequently, suggesting that electronic and face-to-face communication are complements.

The survey also allows us to assess the reasons for email contact between frontline workers and managers. Figure 4 shows that 3 out of 4 workers reported that the main reason to contact superiors is to ask for help, with the other responses split evenly between asking for authorization and reporting on progress on tasks. This same figure shows that 85\% of surveyed workers think that the main reason a worker would contact those from a lower wage band would be to provide help. 10\% think that contact with lower wage band workers is driven by the desire to allocate tasks. Only 5\% think that the main reason to contact workers below is related to either monitoring or to organize social events.

It is important to note that the respondents were not aware of the research findings around communication patterns, suggesting these results are independent validation of the interpretation that email patterns show that trained wage band 2 workers became

\textsuperscript{11}The survey contained 7 questions and had an estimated completion time of less than 10 minutes. The survey was described as part of research on the organization’s working environment conducted by independent researchers. Participation was voluntary and not incentivized. Fifty-two percent of the trained workers (N=33 workers) and 54\% of the untrained workers (N=57) took the survey. The completion rate is in line with average response rates in organizational research Baruch and Holton (2008). Appendix B contains the English version of the survey.

\textsuperscript{12}During the sample, the organization prohibited the use of other communication technologies such as WhatsApp and Skype.
a more important source of help for workers in wage band 1. However, the survey did

tell respondents that workers from wage band 2 increased electronic communications with
wage band 1 workers, as Figure 4 shows. The survey then asked them to provide what
they thought was the main reason to explain such a change. Trained workers reported
that there are only two reasons: to provide help (64%) or to respond to requests from
wage band 1 workers that ask for help (36%). For untrained workers, these two reasons
together represent 85% of their responses. A further 14% of untrained workers thought
that the main reason to explain the increase communications from wage band 2 to wage
band 1 was either to increase supervision or to ask for help more frequently.

5.2.1 Impressions of Changes Over Time

In the survey, we asked what the main changes (of different characteristics of their work-
place) were in 2019 relative to 2018. We asked both trained and untrained workers, so
differences in responses across these two groups provide some evidence of the main effect
of the training program.

Table 9 shows that trained workers reported much greater improvements in their gen-
eral skills and knowledge relative to untrained workers, with the exception of goal under-
standing. That is, trained workers report relative improvements in skills and knowledge,
Division-specific knowledge and problem recognition, and the ability to sort problems to
different divisions. The table transmits a simple message, trainees believe the training
program improved their skills.

5.2.2 Alternative Explanations

We also asked survey questions to understand potential alternative explanations. One
dimension was changes in monitoring. For example, manager productivity may rise, while
emails fall, if trained workers need less supervision, empowering trained workers to take
new initiative (see for instance, Kirkman and Rosen (1999) and Mathieu et al. (2006)).
Under this explanation, the primary reason for an increase in goal achievement was not
because of skill and knowledge increases or the spillovers from trained workers, but rather
because the monitoring effort of managers changed. Results from the survey are at odds with explanations around reduced supervision. Figure 4 shows that among trained and untrained workers, 85% of workers think that the supervision level remained constant through the pre- and post-periods. Another difficulty with the monitoring explanation is that managers do not decrease their outbound communications to frontline workers (see Figure 3).

Another potential effect of the training program is to change the incentives of the trained workers and make them more aware of promotion possibilities inside the organization. Goal achievement might be necessary to enhance the promotion likelihood (although in our data, we see no movement between wage bands). We asked directly whether survey respondents thought that their promotion possibilities increased from 2018 to 2019. Table 9 shows that 9% of workers from both groups, trained and untrained, think that there were more promotion possibilities in the post period. The fact that the percentage is the same across both trained and untrained workers leads us to conclude that the training program did not change perceptions about potential career trajectories. For this organization, promotion from within is rare, making career concerns unlikely to explain our results.

We also asked about changing task composition as a potential explanation for some results (like changes in emails to peers). Table 9 suggests tasks did not change. The vast majority of both trained and untrained workers thought there was no increase in task interdependence, with only 6.1% of trained workers and 5.3% of untrained workers reporting an increase in interdependent tasks. This similarity suggests there was no differential task assignment of more team-oriented tasks to trained workers.

Finally, a different possibility to explain the productivity increase from trained workers is that they became more motivated, changing their labor supply. Table 9 shows that while 6.1% of trained workers increased their working hours in a week, 5.3% of untrained workers did. We cannot reject that these results differ, and the small mean differences indicates that internal incentives to work more are unlikely to explain the increase in goal achievement from trained workers. We also note that measures of absenteeism actually
increase for trained workers.

5.2.3 Did Changes in Communication Patterns Arise Organically or Were They Encouraged?

The survey also provides context around why trained workers increased communications with peers and decreased communications with managers. The survey presented these patterns and then asked whether the change was a result of communication from the organization’s leadership. Table 9 shows that the fraction of trained and untrained workers that say that the organization told them to increase communication with peers and decrease it with managers is not statistically different one from each other. As a consequence, the large change in communication patterns from trained workers to other untrained workers in the same layer appears to arise from workers’ own initiative rather than organizational mandate.

6 Discussion

6.1 Implications for Other Literature

At least since the Second World War, with the Training within Industry program, scholars have focused on studying the effect of training programs and the influence that employees on the top of the hierarchy can have on those on the bottom. One of the main lessons from our study is that influence does not necessarily travel downward. In this paper, we have provided some of the first empirical evidence that employees in lower wage bands can impact employees at the top of the hierarchy.

A further area for future work would be to consider how to target who gets training and how many workers should optimally be trained. For example, the literature on social network analysis provides tools to consider who might generate the greatest spillovers

\[13\] The Training within Industry program was a service initiated in WWII that aimed to focus the training programs on those who in turn train other people -supervisors and experienced workers- (Dinero, 2005). There is extensive research on how managers have an effect on lower level employees (Lazear et al., 2015; Bloom et al., 2015, 2020).
between coworkers (Bonacich, 1972; Freeman, 1978). Similarly, the economic sociology literature suggests the benefits might be greatest from targeting network brokers (Burt, 1992; Burt and Soda, 2017). This work would help assess how skill changes reverberate either through professional or social networks, as the latter have been shown to substantially affect firms’ internal operations (Bandiera et al., 2010). Extensions may also seek to capture how spillovers leak across organizational boundaries and how training programs that focus on firm rather than division-specific knowledge have an impact in the organization. Another implication is that training might be correlated with having relatively flat organizations, a conjecture which may provide fertile ground for further empirical work in the spirit of Rajan and Wulf (2006) and Guadalupe and Wulf (2010). All else equal, training liberates managers’ time, allowing them to have larger spans of control.

7 Conclusion

There has been a growing interest in understanding the returns of training programs in different countries, industries and settings (Card et al., 2011; Attanasio et al., 2011; Hirshleifer et al., 2016; McKenzie, 2017; Card et al., 2018; Alfonsi et al., 2020). The literature has mainly focused on providing estimates of the effect of these programs on trained individuals, but more limited attention has been paid to the potential spillover effects of training.

Using randomization into training in a Colombian government organization, we study changes in productivity for trained workers as well as spillovers to managers. We find significant direct benefits to the training program for those workers randomized into it. Less appreciated but of greater consequence to the calculation of the organization’s returns from the program are spillovers to managers higher in the organizational hierarchy. We find productivity spillovers to managers are economically significant and large enough to change the organizations decision rule to offer training programs. To understand the

---

14Another strand of literature suggests that returns to workplace programs are heterogeneous, so getting the targeting rules right may depend on understanding personalized returns as well as spillovers (Sandvik et al., 2021).
mechanism behind spillovers, we examine changes in email communications and survey of employees. Both sources are suggestive that spillovers to managers arise reduced needs to assist lower level workers with their own tasks.

These results indicate the importance of considering production hierarchies and organizational structure when accounting for the returns to training or skill upgrading in organizations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to quantify this channel for different hierarchical layers in an organization.
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Figures

(a) Emails from Workers to Managers

(b) Emails from Workers to Workers

Figure 1: Persistence of Email Connections Between the First and Last Month of the Pre-Period

Note: This figure displays the share of emails sent in worker-manager dyads or worker-worker dyads in the first 4 weeks of the pre-period and the last 4 weeks of the pre-period. There is a 5 week gap between these periods. For worker-to-worker dyads, we distinguish between email persistence to workers within and outside of the division. Workers do not email managers outside of their own division.
Figure 2: Goal Achievement in the Pre- and Post-Period for Trained and Untrained Workers

Note: This figure displays pre-period individual goal achievement and post-period individual goal achievement for frontline workers. The unit of observation is worker-by-year. The top figure is raw goal achievement, whereas the bottom figure partials out Division fixed effects.
Figure 3: Changes in log Emails Sent Within Division Between the Pre- and Post-Period by Sender/Recipient Type

Note: This figure displays the average change in log emails sent at baseline for untrained workers and for trained workers. The figure splits by the sender and recipient type, with recipient type further broken down by wage band (WB1, WB2) and training status (T, U). This yields 5 types of recipients and senders: managers, trained wage band 1 and 2 workers, and untrained wage band 1 and 2 workers. The baseline change is computed as the difference in log emails sent in 2019 and log emails sent in 2018. The “Trained” change comes from the baseline change plus the coefficient on Treated x Post estimated from a difference-in-differences regression of log weekly emails, fit by recipient group, with fixed effects for workers and time. Standard errors are clustered at the sender level.
Figure 4: Distribution of Survey Responses to Questions Regarding the Mechanism

Note: This figure displays answers to an ex-post survey designed to understand the environment and mechanisms behind results. From top-bottom and left to right, the questions are as follows: 1. “Remember your work environment in 2018 and 2019. Consider all the people you used to interact with by e-mail every week. How frequently did you interact with them face to face? (choose only one option).” 2. “In your opinion, relative to 2018, monitoring from your managers in 2019 increased, decreased, or remained the same?” 3. “Remember your work environment in 2018 and 2019. What was the main reason that you electronically contacted workers from a higher wage band (choose only one option).” 4. “What was the main reason you electronically contacted workers from lower wage bands (choose only one option).”
Table 1: Descriptive statistics and Balance on Observable Characteristics

This table displays descriptive statistics for workers’ observable characteristics in Wage Band 1, Wage Band 2, and Wage Bands 3-5 (Bosses). The table also provides evidence of balance on observable characteristics between trained and untrained workers (columns 4-6). The last column displays t-tests of differences between trained and untrained workers across columns 4 and 5. The unit of observation is a worker. Secondary Education, Bachelors Degree and Masters-PhD are dummy variables for the highest educational level achieved. Execution Division, Administration, Finance, Human Talent and Planning are division dummy variables. Wage Band is either 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5. Monthly wages for 2018 and 2019 are normalized by taking the mean of 2018 wages for Wage Band 1 and dividing all wages by the 2018 Wage Band 1 mean. Goal Achievement (GA) is the fraction of achieved goals, measured weekly and averaged over weeks.
Table 2: Summary Statistics about Email Communications

Note: This table displays pre and post-period emails received by each recipient type in the columns. Email origins are divided between eventually trained and untrained workers and whether the email occurs within division (odd numbered columns) or across divisions (even numbered columns).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trained × Post</td>
<td>0.105***</td>
<td>0.108***</td>
<td>0.115***</td>
<td>0.100***</td>
<td>0.078***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.008)</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td>(0.022)</td>
<td>(0.028)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage Band 2 × Trained × Post</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>-0.035**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td>(0.016)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage Band 2 × Post</td>
<td>0.015**</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Untrained x Post x T Email Share</td>
<td>-1.007***</td>
<td>-1.116***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.194)</td>
<td>(0.201)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Untrained x Post x T WB2 Email Share</td>
<td>0.881***</td>
<td>0.862***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.272)</td>
<td>(0.296)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Untrained x Post x log T WB1 Emails</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.005)</td>
<td>(0.005)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Untrained x Post x log T WB2 Emails</td>
<td>0.014***</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td>(0.005)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Horizontal Spillover</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spillover Std. Error</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
<td>(0.032)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>13327</td>
<td>13327</td>
<td>13327</td>
<td>13327</td>
<td>13327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>.903</td>
<td>.903</td>
<td>.911</td>
<td>.913</td>
<td>.914</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Regressions of Log Goal Achievement on Training and Coworker Exposure Controls

Note: The dependent variable is log goal achievement. Measures of email exposure to eventually trained workers are computed from received emails in the pre-training period. We select relevant regressors via LASSO from a set of candidates including shares and log email levels from trained workers from the same and different divisions. Only the within division measures survive the LASSO. All models include worker and time fixed effects, while columns 3 and 5 include time-by-division fixed effects. Estimates of the average horizontal spillover take the average of the predicted value for untrained workers in the post period and standard errors are computed with 300 block bootstrap replications. Standard errors are clustered by worker. ∗ $p < 0.1$, ∗∗ $p < 0.05$, ∗∗∗ $p < 0.01$
Table 4: Effects of the Training Program on Absenteeism.

Note: Differences in differences regressions similar to those for log goal achievement. The dependent variable is daily absenteeism, inclusive of Saturdays. Absenteeism is calculated from the email data (as email is only available from office computers), and the dependent variable takes the value 1 if the worker did not send any email on a given day. All models include worker and date fixed effects. The sample is all frontline workers. Standard errors are clustered by worker.
### Panel A: Log Pre-Period Emails with Eventually Trained Workers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post x log Pre- Emails Received from Trained</td>
<td>0.063***</td>
<td>0.063***</td>
<td>0.083***</td>
<td>0.066**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td>(0.033)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post x log Pre- Emails Sent to Trained</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.021***</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.430***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.043)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean percentage point $\Delta$ GA</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P75-P25 percentage point $\Delta$ GA</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>4.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>3276</td>
<td>3276</td>
<td>3276</td>
<td>3276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.951</td>
<td>.951</td>
<td>.953</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Panel B: Share of Pre-Period Emails with Eventually Trained Workers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post x Pre-Share of Emails Received from Trained</td>
<td>0.294**</td>
<td>0.292**</td>
<td>0.299*</td>
<td>0.666**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.124)</td>
<td>(0.124)</td>
<td>(0.179)</td>
<td>(0.323)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post x Pre-Share of Emails Sent to Trained</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>-0.028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.119)</td>
<td>(0.095)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean percentage point $\Delta$ GA</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>5.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P75-P25 percentage point $\Delta$ GA</td>
<td>.769</td>
<td>.764</td>
<td>.743</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>3276</td>
<td>3276</td>
<td>3276</td>
<td>3276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>.943</td>
<td>.943</td>
<td>.943</td>
<td>.953</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time FE or Post-Indicator:</th>
<th>Post</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Division-Time FE:</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5: Effects of Pre-Period Manager Exposure to Eventually Trained Workers**

Note: The dependent variable is log goal achievement. Measures of email exposure to eventually trained workers are computed in the pre-training period. In Panel A, the exposure measures are log emails received and sent in the pre-period between managers and eventually trained workers. In Panel B, these measures are the share of emails with eventually trained workers relative to all emails from workers who were eligible for training. Standard errors are clustered by manager. All models include manager and time fixed effects, while column 4 includes time-by-division fixed effects. The average percentage point change in goal achievement takes the predicted effects from the model in logs and multiplies by the individual manager’s average of pre-period goal achievement. These measures include the post-period constant term estimated from Column 1. * $p < 0.1$, ** $p < 0.05$, *** $p < 0.01$
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email Share Weighted Worker Log GA</td>
<td>0.001 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.040 (0.029)</td>
<td>-0.000 (0.001)</td>
<td>-0.003 (0.004)</td>
<td>-0.001 (0.001)</td>
<td>-0.003 (0.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Worker Leave Out Mean Log GA</td>
<td>-0.080 (0.053)</td>
<td>-0.053 (0.319)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1569</td>
<td>1569</td>
<td>1569</td>
<td>1569</td>
<td>1569</td>
<td>1569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>1.1e-03</td>
<td>.072</td>
<td>.956</td>
<td>.957</td>
<td>.956</td>
<td>.957</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Regressions of Boss Log Goal Achievement on Connected Worker Goal Achievement in the Pre-Period

Note: The dependent variable is weekly log goal achievement for bosses. To construct the regressors, we take the email-share weighted average of connected workers’ log goal achievement to measure concurrent movement of boss and worker goals. Measure that use the leave out mean control for the weighted average of workers’ goal achievement in other weeks. Email shares are constructed for the entire period and are time invariant. All models include time fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered by boss. * $p < 0.1$, ** $p < 0.05$, *** $p < 0.01$
### Table 7: Return on Investment Under Different Scenarios

This table displays different scenarios for calculating program ROI. The first row assumes a gains horizon of 6 months, meaning that the estimated boost in goal achievement in the post-period data lasts through the first 6 months post-training and then depreciates to 0. The second and third scenarios assume a 1 year and 18 month gains horizon. These horizons are repeated for different scenarios. We vary the size of the vertical spillover to managers, from 1 percentage point to 2.2 percentage points and we vary the opportunity cost of the program from 0 to 15 days of trainees’ wages. The benefits columns translate changes in goal achievement to dollar values using equation (6). Direct benefits are based on the 6.5 percentage point increase in goal achievement in Table 1. ROI calculations in each column include a $24,500 overhead cost of the program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gains Horizon</th>
<th>Manager Spillover (Pct Points)</th>
<th>Opportunity Cost (USD)</th>
<th>Direct Benefit Benefit (USD)</th>
<th>Vertical Spillover Benefit (USD)</th>
<th>ROI From Direct Benefit + Spillovers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Months 1-6 Post Training</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>49,565</td>
<td>32,000</td>
<td>102.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Year Post Training</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>99,130</td>
<td>64,001</td>
<td>204.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Months Post Training</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>148,696</td>
<td>96,001</td>
<td>256.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months 1-6 Post Training</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>55,098</td>
<td>49,565</td>
<td>32,000</td>
<td>-37.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Year Post Training</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>55,098</td>
<td>99,130</td>
<td>64,001</td>
<td>24.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Months Post Training</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>55,098</td>
<td>148,696</td>
<td>96,001</td>
<td>86.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months 1-6 Post Training</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>49,565</td>
<td>70,401</td>
<td>102.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Year Post Training</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>99,130</td>
<td>140,802</td>
<td>24.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Months Post Training</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>148,696</td>
<td>211,203</td>
<td>86.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months 1-6 Post Training</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>55,098</td>
<td>49,565</td>
<td>70,401</td>
<td>-37.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Year Post Training</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>55,098</td>
<td>99,130</td>
<td>140,802</td>
<td>24.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Months Post Training</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>55,098</td>
<td>148,696</td>
<td>211,203</td>
<td>86.79%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 8: Regressions of Changes in Managers’ Log Goal Achievement on Changes in Emails from Trained Workers

Note: The dependent variable is the year-over-year change in manager log goal achievement. The main regressor is the year-over-year change in the share of emails from (eventually) trained workers. IV regressions instrument the change with the pre-period share of emails with eventually trained workers, as shown in the first stage regression columns. Robust standard errors are reported. * $p < 0.1$, ** $p < 0.05$, *** $p < 0.01$
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Untrained Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Trained Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Difference Mean (SE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increased Goal Understanding</td>
<td>0.105 (0.310)</td>
<td>0.212 (0.415)</td>
<td>0.107 (0.083)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directed to Reduce Help Requests to Bosses</td>
<td>0.018 (0.132)</td>
<td>0.030 (0.174)</td>
<td>0.013 (0.035)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased Promotion Probability</td>
<td>0.088 (0.285)</td>
<td>0.091 (0.292)</td>
<td>0.003 (0.063)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased Knowledge of Task Requirements</td>
<td>0.053 (0.225)</td>
<td>0.879 (0.292)</td>
<td>0.826***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased Understanding of Division-Appropriate Tasks</td>
<td>0.088 (0.285)</td>
<td>0.818 (0.392)</td>
<td>0.730***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased Skills and Knowledge</td>
<td>0.035 (0.166)</td>
<td>0.909 (0.292)</td>
<td>0.874***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased Interdependent Tasks</td>
<td>0.053 (0.225)</td>
<td>0.061 (0.242)</td>
<td>0.008 (0.052)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worked More Hours</td>
<td>0.053 (0.225)</td>
<td>0.061 (0.242)</td>
<td>0.008 (0.052)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of individuals</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Survey Results: Differences in Perceived Changes Between Trained and Untrained Frontline Workers

Note: The table shows differences and t-tests between trained and untrained workers’ responses to survey questions on changes in their work environment between the pre- and post-periods. The question had nine sub-components that each began with “Relative to 2018, in 2019 you:”. These sub-options were then: 1) Improved your understanding of how goals are set and how they are evaluated weekly? 2) Were told explicitly that you should ask for help from colleagues and peers and rather than managers? 3) Increased your probability of promotion inside the organization? 4) Improved your ability to distinguish if tasks and projects require large or small knowledge that is specific to your division? 5) Improved your ability to recognize if the tasks and projects require the knowledge from your division or different divisions? 6) Increased the knowledge and the skills required to satisfactorily achieve goals? 7) Received a larger number of across-divisions, interdependent tasks. 8) Worked a larger number of hours a week? Each sub-question had three option answers: Yes, No, Does not apply/Do not know.
A Additional Material
### A.1 Additional Material- Tables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Wage Band 1</th>
<th>Wage Band 2</th>
<th>Wage Band 3,4,5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel A: Same Division</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage Band 1 →</td>
<td>359.01</td>
<td>263.19</td>
<td>112.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(209.71)</td>
<td>(155.97)</td>
<td>(26.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage Band 2 →</td>
<td>230.45</td>
<td>235.02</td>
<td>114.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(178.95)</td>
<td>(298.08)</td>
<td>(34.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage Band 3,4,5 →</td>
<td>618.53</td>
<td>571.32</td>
<td>432.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(447.23)</td>
<td>(401.27)</td>
<td>(102.06)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Panel B: Other Divisions |
| Wage Band 1 → | 718.29 | 1,876.77 | 403.34 | 886.95 | 0.00 | 0.00 |
|              | (193.47) | (726.88) | (40.62) | (229.60) | (0.00) | (0.00) |
| Wage Band 2 → | 831.44 | 862.87 | 395.10 | 293.85 | 0.00 | 0.00 |
|              | (166.72) | (760.97) | (47.53) | (32.55) | (0.00) | (0.00) |
| Wage Band 3,4,5 → | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 878.84 | 766.05 |
|              | (0.00) | (0.00) | (0.00) | (0.00) | (80.27) | (72.93) |

Table A1: Quantities of Emails (Replies and Forwards) across Wage Bands Within Divisions (Top Panel) and Across Divisions (Bottom Panel).

Note: This table reports the average weekly emails sent per worker from one wage band (row) to all workers in another wage band (column). The table is divided into two panels. The top panel calculates emails within the same division, while the bottom panel calculates emails across divisions. Wage Bands 1 and 2 are workers and Wage Bands 3,4,5 are managers. The observations in this table are Emails x Recipients. Emails include replies and forwards. They are not unique threads.
B Survey

1. What was your wage band in 2019? (choose only one option):
   (a) 1___.
   (b) 2___.
   (c) Greater than____.

2. Did you participate in the training program run in the second semester of 2018?:
   (a) Yes___.
   (b) No___.
   (c) DK/NA____.\(^{15}\)

3. Remember your work environment in 2018 and 2019. Consider all the people you
   interacted with via e-mail every week. How frequently did you interact with them
   face to face? (choose only one option):
   (a) More than once a week____.
   (b) Once a week____.
   (c) Once a month____.
   (d) Once a quarter____.
   (e) Once a half-year____.
   (f) Never____.

4. In your opinion, relative to 2018, the monitoring from your managers in 2019?
   (a) Was greater____.
   (b) Was smaller____.
   (c) It remained the same____.

\(^{15}\)DK means: does not know while NA means that the question does not apply.
5. Remember your work environment in 2018 and 2019. What is the main reason that explains why you electronically contacted workers from a higher wage band (*choose only one option*):

(a) Asking for help to solve tasks and projects.
(b) To report progress in tasks and projects.
(c) Ask for authorization or approval of tasks and projects.
(d) Social events.
(e) If any other reason, which one.

6. Relative to 2018, in 2019 you:

(a) Improved your understanding of how goals are set and how they are evaluated weekly? Yes__ No__ DK/NA__.
(b) Were told explicitly that you should ask more for help to colleagues and peers and less to managers? Yes__ No__ DK/NA__.
(c) Increased your probability of promotion inside the organization? Yes__ No__ DK/NA__.
(d) Improved your ability to distinguish if tasks and projects require large or small divisional knowledge? Yes__ No__ DK/NA__.
(e) Improved your ability to recognize if the tasks and projects require the knowledge from your division or different divisions? Yes__ No__ DK/NA__.
(f) Increased the knowledge and the skills required to satisfactorily achieve goals? Yes__ No__ DK/NA__.
(g) Received a larger number of across-divisions interdependent tasks. That is, a larger flow of tasks, projects or goals that require interaction with other divisions. Yes__ No__ DK/NA__.
(h) Worked a larger number of hours a week? Yes__ No__ DK/NA__.
If you belong to wage band 2 or greater in 2019, please reply questions 7 and 8. Otherwise, please jump to question 9.

7. The main reason for which you electronically contacted workers from lower wage bands from your same division was (choose only one option):

(a) Ask for help to solve tasks ________.
(b) Give help to solve tasks ________.
(c) Monitoring ________.
(d) Delegating ________.
(e) Social events ________.
(f) If any other reason, which one is? ________.

8. What percentage of your working time in a week did you spend helping workers from wage band 1 from your same division in 2019? ________%.

(a) This percentage (choose only one option):
   i. Increased relative to 2018_____.
   ii. Decreased relative to 2018_____.
   iii. It remained the same relative to 2018_____.

9. Recent research has found that wage band 2 workers increased their electronic communication with those of wage band 1 from their same division. In your opinion this is due to (choose only one option):

(a) Workers from wage band 2 helped workers from wage band 1 on a larger number of tasks.
(b) Workers from wage band 2 had to supervise workers from wage band 1.
(c) Workers from wage band 1 asked more questions to workers from wage band 2.
(d) Workers from wage band 1 helped workers from wage band 2 on tasks.